The Canada Kiosk Combination
SELECTION, STYLE, SECURITY, SPEED.

Kiosks for Access & Control

Security, controlled access, parking, toll collection and customs
inspection are among the many uses for Canada Kiosk booths and kiosks.
Canada Kiosk offers an array of standardized products to meet your needs,
or our expert staff will work with you to custom-design a kiosk that specifically
fits your unique application from image to function and more.
Choose from a wide variety of shapes and sizes, interior and exterior colours and
finishes, window styles, glass, doors and hardware. All electrical, HVAC or
plumbing systems can be tailored to suit your specific needs. We can also include
additional components such as cash drawers, safes, automatic windows, cabinets
and counters and even signage to complete your kiosk. All of our products are
delivered assembled and ready to go with a simple hook up to your services.

SECURITY, PARKING & ACCESS CONTROL
Our PAK-II and PAK-III series handle busy peak periods
providing a secure property entrance and exit. Kiosk
attendants are in air-conditioned comfort, operating
through pay windows and sliding doors.

ROUND END KIOSK
Available in a wide range of sizes and customized
layouts, our round end kiosks offer increased visibility
and a sleek, modern appearance.

TOLL COLLECTION & CUSTOMS INSPECTION BOOTHS
Smooth plate steel exterior finishes on a rugged tubular steel frame, together with
heavy duty sliding doors, windows and stainless steel millwork are reasons why
these booths can endure the exhaustive and continuous use they are subjected
to in the high security – high traffic areas. Our custom steel fabrication combined
with attention to detail make a Canada Kiosk steel booth durable, functional and
visually appealing. Variations also include “Bi-level” booth designs - a popular
choice to service cars at ground level and transport trucks up above.

Retail Kiosks

Retail buildings by Canada Kiosk include gas island kiosks,
mini convenience stores, car rental depots, ticket sales and concession booths.
Utilizing the latest Auto CAD and rendering technology, we will work with you to develop a
kiosk to suit your precise requirements and desired aesthetics. You can select a design from
our standard components or choose to completely customize. Whether your site is new or
existing, Canada Kiosk can deliver and install your retail outlet quickly and economically.

RESERVATION & RENTAL DEPOT
Our thermally broken C-4000 wall framing system provides a bright,
clean environment for customers and employees. These kiosks
arrive on site pre-assembled, or can be shipped knock-down for
site assembly where access is restricted.

ISLAND KIOSKS
Custom kiosks are an attractive addition
to the pump island at full service stations.
With restricted widths, these PAK-III
units are created using our C-2000 thin
wall framing system to provide the
attendant with maximum interior space.
Sliding or swing door layouts are available.

MINI “C” STORES
When a busy location wants to add product offerings to their service,
Canada Kiosk has the solution. Mini convenience stores can be up and
running within 24 hours of delivery to site. Built with your operational
and image needs in mind, these units come fully pre-assembled and are
installed quickly, with little disruption to site and the day-to-day business.

TICKET & CONCESSION BOOTHS
Multiple pay points and hi-tech communications
systems streamline ticket sales while concession
booths are designed to reﬂect the owner’s
specific image or branding. Countless options
include stainless steel interior and exterior
counters, protective overhangs, security roll
shutters, custom exterior lighting and signage.

Shelters

The Canada Kiosk C-2000 Series can be used as a simple shelter. Whether your need is to protect
customers from the elements while waiting for a shuttle service, or shelter employees in designated
smoking areas, we can provide an economical solution for all your shelter needs.

TRANSIT SHELTERS
Our C-2000 Shelters provide transit customers
with protection from wind, rain and snow while
complimenting existing surroundings. Shelters
feature maintenance-free, clear anodized aluminum
frames and tempered glass. Options include custom
colours, tinted glass, dome roofs and more.

SMOKE-OUT
Our line of “Smoke-Out” Shelters is designed to
accommodate companies who offer designated
smoking areas for employees. Two-wall shelters
are available and comply with provincial regulations
where mandated.

PAY SHELTERS
Offering protection from inclement
weather to customers and equipment,
our shelters feature maintenance-free,
clear anodized aluminum frames and
tempered glass. Options include tinted
glass, access doors, lighting, dome roofs
and more. Pay Shelters can be modified
for solar powered Pay and Display
systems.

